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The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot (The Three Investigators No. 2) [Robert Arthur] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Hot on the trail of seven talking parrots that have seemingly vanished into thin air, the
Three Investigators are in more trouble than ever.

Claudius is clutching Carlos by shirt collar as in text. Bob is the one reading the note. Might be better not to
have him in a striped sweater since Pete was wearing one in earlier pictures. I think perhaps you have reversed
Pete and Bob in this drawing, since the other boy has glasses. Bob should not have glasses, however. They
have been cut from text, but he is shorter than Pete. Also, Pete should be closer to bird, too, since he almost
has his finger bitten. Illustration 5, Galley 35 HK: Note description of dagger on page - of manuscript. The
right side of the truck is next to the cliff. The sedan is on the left of the truck, so Mr. Claudius and Huganay
are next to each other in their respective vehicles. Text says he regains balance before tumbling down. Pete
should be in front of Jupiter, pulling him along into fog. This illustration incorrectly includes Jupiter in the
scene. In the text, it is Pete and Bob who are being held captive. It is possible that changes were made in the
manuscript after the illustrations were finished. Kane simply inverted the illustration to correct the problems
pointed out by Retan. It should be Pete and Bob who are seen sitting in the van with Mr. Claudius instead of
Jupiter and Pete. Again, this could have been the result of a change to the manuscript after the illustrations
were completed. Bob is definitely the one who wears the striped sweater if we use the graveyard endpapers as
a base. The scene in this illustration takes place shortly after the scene in the first illustration - Jupe and Pete
must have had a change of clothes in the Rolls! Also, note that Kane made a mirror image of the scene behind
Jupe and Miss Waggoner from the sketch.
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Alfred Hitchcock and The Three Investigators in The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot, also known as just The Three
Investigators in The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot, is the second book in the detective book series, The Three
Investigators.

The Three Investigators Mystery Series Summaries of The summaries for 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 10 were taken from
the back cover of the Random House softcover edition. The summaries for 1, 3, 5, 9, and 11 were adapted
from the back cover summary. For more than twenty years no one has slept the night through within the walls
of Terror Castle. Ghostly moans and groans, fearful screams and screeches, frighten off the bravest soul.
Those who have tried have disappeared, never to be seen again! Could it be the ghost of the previous owner?
The birds can quote a code message from a mysterious dead man, and the boys are eager to hear it. But now
the mummy of Ra-Orken has started whispering strange words in an ancient Egyptian tongue. Why is he
speaking? And how is this possible? Is the horrible curse of Ra-Orken about to be fulfilled? Suddenly
mysteries come alive within the old house! A green ghost oozes through the walls. A secret room reveals an
open coffin. Then the ghost disappears, and the pearls do, too. Then a strange twist of fate brings the boys
back on the case. They are asked to investigate a strange case of gnomes at a spooky old mansion. Scarcely
anyone dares set foot on the haunted isle. But mysterious events disrupt the filming and unnerve the crew. For
no sooner do they arrive at Skeleton Island than the ghost itself appears! Great-uncle Horatio has died and left
him a fortune. But so, unfortunately, are some other people. No prince can be crowned without it. But the
silver spider has been stolen! Luckily for the prince, his friends, The Three Investigators, are on hand. Their
search leads them to an old, rundown house in Hollywood. The very name of the legendary outlaw strikes fear
in the hearts of California ranch owners. Many years ago the young El Diablo disappeared into a mountain
cave, never to be seen again. Why are so many people after the trunk? Does the trunk contain a hidden
treasure?
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Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot (The Three Investigators No.
2) at www.nxgvision.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

Plot summary[ edit ] In only their second outing, the Three Investigators are hired by a friend of their patron,
Alfred Hitchcock , to find his missing parrot. The focus of the investigation shifts from finding the single lost
parrot to discovering the secret behind these cryptic messages. Others, including an infamous French art thief,
Huganay, have also concluded that the messages are the key to locating a particularly valuable hidden item.
The coded message is as follows, by parrots, in order: Call on Sherlock Holmes. To-to-to-be or not to-to-to-be.
That is the question. I shot an arrow as a test, a hundred paces shot it west. You know my methods, Watson.
Three Severns sic lead to thirteen. Look under the stones beyond the bones for the box that has no locks. The
messages each stand for something. So the parrots give an address on Baker Street. Next is Billy, whose
stutter actually is the number of the address, to-to-to-be, or rather, B. So the address is a B Baker Street in
California. Next is Blackbeard, who states that dead men guard the treasure. Where else but a graveyard could
dead men be? So the final address is a graveyard in California at B Baker Street. Pete picks up a piece of pipe
with the edges sealed as a weapon from the pile of stones. His hunch is correct, and the picture is inside the
pipe. It was adapted by Edward Kelsey.
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The Three Investigators - The Mystery Of The Stuttering Parrot Jan F. Kennedy. Loading Unsubscribe from Jan F.
Kennedy? Cancel Unsubscribe. Working Subscribe Subscribed Unsubscribe
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Drew Lynch Stuttering Comedian Wins Crowd Over America's Got Talent

Chapter 6 : The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot - Wikipedia
#2 The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot. By Robert Arthur, Back to the Original Series page. Three Investigators
editions/printings. There was most likely.

Chapter 7 : The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot by Robert Arthur
The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot is an American juvenile detective novel written by Robert Arthur, Jr. It is the second
book in the " Three Investigators " series. [1].

Chapter 8 : Editions of The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot by Robert Arthur
#2 The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot: Find the talking birds! That's the latest mission of the Three Investigatorsâ€”to
find seven talking parrots that have vanished into thin air.

Chapter 9 : The Mystery of the Stuttering Parrot #2 HB Three Investigators | eBay
The Three Investigators = the Mystery of the Flaming Footprints The Three Investigators = the Mystery of the Headless
Horse The Three Investigators = the Mystery of the Whispring Mummy.
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